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New 25 -channel cordless combo
with message alert forwarding
TAD -268. Deluxe cordless phone and feature -
packed answering machine in one! Answerer
has remote operation capabilities, toll -saver,
call monitor, call screening, memo and two-
way conversation recording. Auto -call forward-
ing dials a telephone or pager number of your
choice to let you know that you have received
a message. Voice -activated operation helps
conserve tape. You can even operate the an-
swerer from the phone handset. The high -
quality cordless with advanced noise -

reduction system and 25 channels gives
you excellent sound quality. Also features

10 -number memory, last -number re -
dial, base -to -handset paging, inter-
com and charge indicator. (TSP)

43-738 179.99

New Sony- cordless phone
with all -digital answerer
SPP-A5000. Fully digital answerer-
no tapes to break or buy. The message -
playback shuttle control lets you find
specific messages instantly and listen to
them at variable speeds. Features a digital
message counter and audible message in-
dicator. Memo and conversation recording.
Voice -assisted operation guides you
through the set-up. Built-in cordless phone
features Compander Prosound"" to filter
out static and background noise. 10 -
channels with auto -scan selects the
clearest channel. Dual -battery pack
system-use one in the handset while
another charges in the base unit. 10 -
number speed -dialing memory, 2 -way
base -to -handset paging. Includes 2 battery
packs. (TSP)
43-8005 239.99

Choose the
Answerer With
the Features
You Want
Our wide selection includes all -digital
models, phone/answerer combos, even
models with voice -assisted operation.
Check the handy chart below to find the
one with the special features you want

Four Basic Types of Answerers
All -Digital Answerers. Record both outgo-
ing and incoming messages on a computer
chip-there are no tapes to break or wear
out Also provide convenient new capabili-
ties over tape -based machines For exam-
ple you can delete individual messages
while saving the rest.

With Digital Outgoing Message. Record
your outgoing message on an ultra -reliable
digital chip. Store incoming messages on a
single tape so you can save important ones

Dual-Micmcassette Answerers. Store
outgoing and incoming messages on sepa-
rate tapes-make it easy for you to save
important incoming messages and build a
library of outgoing messages

Single-Microcassette. Record both out-
going and incoming messages on a single
tape These machines are compact low
cost, and let you save important messages

Find the answerer with the features you want
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TAD -514 43-752 12 49.99

TAD -222 43-722 12 59.99

TAD -275 43-761 12 59.99

TAD -1003 43-743 11 14 min. 69.99

TAD -518 43-715 12 79.99

TAD -516 43-754 12 79.99

TAD -1002 43-742 11 28 min. 79.99

TAD -276 43-762 12 89.99

TAD -1007 43-747 11 28 min. 89.99

TAD -1001 43-741 11 10 min. 89.99

TAD -1005 43-745 11 60 min. 99.99

Phone/answerer combos
TAD -539 43-765 13 69.99

TAD -278 43-767 13 79.99

TAD -253 43-763 13 89.99

TAD -245 43-766 13 99.99

TAD -1004 43-744 13 14 min. 13 129.99

TAD -268 43-738 10 10 179.99
SPP-A5000 43-8005 10 15 min. 10 239.99

All Radio Shack phones are FCC registered. Tandy Service Plan available.


